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Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Amami SHS
ALT: Ferrer, Sarah
JTE: Kuroiwa Namie
Lesson: Story of a Man
Page(s): 88
Goal: 1. Review different parts of a sentence 2. Correctly change words in sentences to create
story 3. Present newly written story to class.
Description:
The material is a short story. Before class the ALT has prepared an edited version of the story
removing the words the students will replace. This activity is designed for students to fill different
types of words to complete sentences. The ALT has removed nouns, adverbs, verbs, and adjectives
from the story. Without reading the story the students will try to fill out all the blanks. After they are
done they will present the story to the rest of the class.
ALT should bring 5 to 6 copies of story to class. When class starts JTE and ALT should review different
parts of a sentence with class. Ask JTE to show Japanese translations of sentence parts to make sure
students know what they are. Make sure to write them on the board along with the Japanese
translations so that students can use it as a reference while they write their stories.
Ask students to make groups of 4-6 people, give each group a work sheet and ask them to fill it out
together. Make sure they know they can choose any word they want as long as it is the correct type
of word (adj, noun, etc.). Students can’t use the same words unless there is a number next to it in
which case they must repeat the word (for example Name 1 must always be the same noun where
ever it says Name 1) Students may also use text book as reference for words. Go around class and
help students, give the groups 10-15 minutes to finish.
Before students present, present your version of the story first, and try to make it as funny as
possible. Ask your JTE to translate it (or have a translation done before hand) if the students do not
understand. Students will have a better idea of how to present their stories. Have each group
present one by one. Have groups divide the story into even parts so that every student in the group
has a chance to read to the class. It is okay to translate their stories too, but they will most likely
choose words they already know.
Story of a Man
Please just think over the story of a man I’m going to tell you. He was born and (verb –ed) in (place).
He was hopelessly (adjective) and (adjective) by nature. On the other hand, there was something
(adjective) about him. He was not able to ignore (subject 1) in trouble.
One day as usual he set out on a (noun 1) in the (time of day). While (verb –ing) a (noun 1), he came
across a(n) (adjective) (subject 1). The (subject 1’s) name was (Name 1). He was on (verb-ing) terms
with (Name 1) in the (place). Therefore, it wasn’t long before he fell in love with (Name 1).
In those days, however, he didn’t think that he was (adjective) enough to marry. He had to live from
hand to mouth because of his (adjective) income. Strangely, soon (Name 1) was not able to (verb)
with him. (Name 1) wondered what had become of him. (Name 1) was very (verb –ed), because she
couldn’t figure out his situation. In fact, he was (verb –ing) (adverb –ly) in order to make (noun) for
her. (Name 1) (adverb-ly) married him.
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Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Gyokuryu SHS
ALT: Macfarlane, Roderick JTE: Uchitani Takahiko
Goal: Tone and Context Recognition and Use
Preparation:
Before class, prepare five contexts (scenarios) in which the target example sentences are to be
practiced. This could be done in several ways: five pictures, five short passages, five short videos or
sound recordings, or a mixture of these (but, ideally in a manner that doesn’t require a lot of time).
These scenarios should be sufficiently different from each other, and obvious enough that the
students are able to easily identify them. Consideration should be paid to the setting (e.g., a business
meeting, a student having dinner with their parents, someone buying a new car) and the tone of
each scenario (e.g., relaxed, angry, formal).
Next, choose some example sentences from 600 Basic Sentences that correspond to each scenario
based on tone and possible use (3-5 sentences for each one is sufficient, though this can be
increased depending on practicality). It is important to choose sentences that can be easily
associated with - and used within - a dialogue about one of your chosen scenarios.

Method:
1. At the beginning of the class, place the students into groups (2-4 students per group). Present
your five chosen scenarios to the students (in whichever format you chose), and then give the
students two or three minutes to discuss the five scenarios (you could guide them here to consider
setting and tone, which are important).
2. Give the students a list of the example sentences chosen from 600 Basic Sentences (ideally
without the Japanese translation, though lower level classes may need help with meaning), and give
the students a few minutes to read through the sentences. Direct the students to think about the
tone and possible context of each student as they read them.
3. The students decide which example sentences correspond with each scenario based on their
perception of the tone and context of each. How long this takes will vary depending on the students,
but 10 – 15 minutes should be sufficient. There should be an equal number of example sentences
matched with each scenario. Note: the students’ interpretations of tone and context may be
different from your own. This is okay, but the students should be able to justify their reasoning. After
this stage, you may wish to briefly check the “answers” with the students to ensure that they have
understood the relation between the scenarios and the example sentences (however, this is not
vital, especially if time is short).
4. In their groups, the students use the example sentences they have chosen for a scenario and write
a dialogue around these example sentences (either students choose which scenario they want to
use, or you can assign a scenario to each group). The dialogue should aim to expand upon the
scenario whilst preserving the tone and context. For lower level students, you could provide them
with a starting or ending sentence (or both to direct their thoughts). The length of the dialogues to
be created by the students can vary, but they should be long enough that every student in each
group has a chance to contribute. The students should be given 20- 25 minutes to write their
dialogue. As they are writing, the teachers should circulate around the and help the students.
Next class: the students are given to time to finish writing their dialogues (if needed) and practice
reading them in groups, followed by aa presentation of the dialogues by each group to the class.
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Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Kagoshima Minami SHS
ALT: Valdez, Alexandra
JTE: Uchida Yuka

Page(s): 3-8

Goal: To give students at better understanding of common sentences structures and enable
them to employ them in everyday situations.
Description:
The examples provided below are for first year high school students; however, this type of exercise
can be easily adapted to fit a variety of levels and class sizes, as well as different topics.
This activity should be done after the students have learned these sentences. The purpose of this
activity is to transition the students from memorizing a set sentence to being able to adapt the
sentence, thereby teaching them a deeper understanding of English sentence structure. Note: Some
of the sentences on this page are idioms, and therefore are not particularly suitable to adaptation,
so just leave those sentences out of this exercise.
The JTE and/or ALT will present the students with 5 sentences (as a worksheet, on the board, or
both). Underline at least 2 parts of the sentences that you want the students to change. If necessary,
provide a word bank of Japanese words to help the students think of words to substitute into the
sentences.
Drill: Quickly drill the sentences with the students, repeating after the ALT. (2 minutes)
Model: The JTE will choose one sentence and ask the ALT to change one of the underlined words.
Have the students repeat after the ALT. Show a few changes of each of the underline parts of the
sentence. (4 minutes)
Controlled Practice: Then, it’s the students turn. The JTE will choose a sentence and then ask the
students to replace a word with the English translation of a word provided by the JTE. (10 minutes)
For example, for the sentence: School begins at eight.
The JTE will say, “Please change the word “school” to 仕事.” A: “Work begins at eight.” Next, JTE
will say, “Please change the phrase “at eight” to 朝に.” A: “School begins in the morning.” etc.
Activity: After the practice, students will split into groups and make a story with these sentences.
(15-20 minutes) There are some rules below. The ALT and JTE walk around the room and help
students by teaching words and expressions that they don’t know but want to use in their stories.
Make sure to leave time at the end of class for students to present their story in front of other
groups. (10 minutes)
For our student level, we set the following rules:
1) Write at least 8 sentences.
2) Use at least five sentences from page 3-8. At least 3 sentences should be new sentences, i.e.
sentences that were NOT used for the models/controlled practice.
3) Change at least five words.
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Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Kakusho SHS
ALT: Hall, Keron
JTE: Sakita Yoshinori
Lesson: Forming Negative Sentences Page(s): 30-32
Goal: At the end of the lesson students should be able to make the negative form of sentences
with the help of pictures.
Description:
Warm up (10 minutes): gestures game reviewing verbs. Students will be placed into 3 groups. Each
group will send a representative to the front. The group representatives will be given cards with
actions and they should do gestures for students to guess “What is he/she doing?”. Some of the
verbs reviewed will be used in the lesson.
Students will be reminded how to form negative sentences using ‘is not’, “does not’ and ‘do not’ (10
minutes). Pictures will be prepared before the class with persons doing various activities. Each pair
of students will be given a worksheet with two sets of pictures with the positive form of the
sentences written on it. They will make the negative form of the sentences. Students will also be
asked to underline the words in the sentences that make them negative. (20 minutes). After writing
practice, each pair of students will be given pictures only and they should say what is on the picture
using the negative form (10 minutes)

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Konan SHS
ALT: Yerkey, Sean
JTE: Ota Yoko
Lesson: Idioms Page(s): 77-80
Goal: To expand students’ understanding of “quirky” English idioms. Students will be able to
demonstrate understanding of eight commonly-used English idioms (not found in the 600
textbook) by sharing drawings and sentences, and having group discussions.
Overview:
While the idioms presented in the 600 textbook are practical for everyday use, there are many
“quirky” idioms in the English language that would stump even the highest-level language learner.
This activity will focus on the following:
- Exposing students to these “quirky” idioms
- Eliciting the idioms’ meanings from students
Preparation:
1. Choosing idioms. Any idioms can be chosen for this lesson, but the teacher should focus on idioms
with unique content or unclear meaning. After choosing a set number of idioms, the teacher should
write them on the board (without their explanations). For this model lesson, the following idioms
have been chosen:
- Speak of the devil (acknowledging a person who has arrived just after you were talking about them)
- A piece of cake (a task that can be accomplished easily)
- Jump the gun (to start doing something too soon, to act hastily)
- Drive O up the wall (to irritate and/or annoy O very much)
- Cat got your tongue? (to ask someone why they aren’t saying anything)
- Hold your horses (be patient)
- On the ball (to be quick to understand and react to things)
- Hit the books (to study, especially for a test or exam)
[con’t]
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2. Materials.
- Blank Paper: Each student will receive one blank paper to draw on.
- Number Cards: Create five sets of eight cards. Number the cards in each set 1–8, and put them in a
hat/basket.
- Letter Cards: Create eight sets of five cards. Letter the cards in each set A–E.
Activity:
1. Introduction. After students have taken their seats, have them read the idioms on the board. Give
students time to ask about/look up any words (not the idioms themselves!) that they are unfamiliar
with. Afterwards, have students discuss with their neighbors to try and elicit the meaning of the
idioms. What do the individual words mean? Do these phrases make sense? Can you envision these
phrases in your head?
2. Independent Work. Students will choose one number card (1-8), and they will study the idiom on
the board that coincides with the number card they picked. Next, students will draw an exact
representation of their idiom on the blank sheet of paper provided. For example, for #6 students
could draw a man holding horses in his arms.
3. Group Work #1. Once all students finish drawing, they will form groups based on the number card
they chose (there should be eight groups of 5 students, each group being in charge of one idiom). In
their groups, students will perform these tasks:
- Share their drawings with each other
- From consensus, form a definition that goes with their idiom
- Create at least four sentences using their assigned idiom
- Write these sentences on the back of their drawings
During group work, the teacher should go around to each group and check their understanding of
the idiom they are working on. The teacher should also quietly hand a letter card to each member of
the group. Each member should get a different letter (A-E).
4. Group Work #2. Once groups have finished their tasks, they should make new groups based on
their letter card (five groups of eight). In their new groups, students will perform these tasks:
- Each student should share their idiom’s drawing, definition, and example sentences
- After each student shares their information, the group must vote which sentence represents the
idiom the best
- Each winning sentence should be written on a sheet of paper to be given to the teacher
Closing:
Once groups have finished writing the eight winning sentences, have groups exchange papers and
read the winning sentences. If there is time at the end of class, ask each group to share their favorite
sentence with the class.
Finally, collect the papers as students leave class. These can act as your needs assessment for future
lessons. Did any groups correctly guess their idiom's meaning? Was any group close? During the next
class, the teacher can explain the real meaning and use of the idioms. Teachers can also give prizes
to the group that got their idiom correct/was the closest and the group who came up with the most
unique/creative answer.
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Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Kushikino SHS
ALT: Guerrero, Ken
JTE: Nakamura Ryuko
Lesson: Participles (1)
Pages: 43-44
Goal: Practice Using Present Participles as Adjectives
Description:
GREETINGS & CLASS ANNOUNCEMENTS (3 MINUTES)
WARM-UP ACTIVITY: (10 MINUTES), Students will listen to the following six sentences and try to
match the description of each “ALT” to the picture. (Picture in Appendix on page 33) The ALT will
repeat each of the following sentences twice.
The man playing the guitar is Colin.
The woman holding the balloon is Kim.
The man eating the pizza is Tyler.
The woman looking outside the window is Sean.
The woman practicing her Japanese is Hiro.
The man reading the book is Daniel.
The goal of this activity to have students understand that the present participle can function as an
adjective. It is also important to emphasize that there is a progressive aspect to this grammar
structure as it is used to describe something (or someone) in the present.
GRAMMAR EXPLANATION: (10 MINUTES) The JTE will explain the grammar structure in both English
and Japanese using the first sentence on page 44, from the 600 Basic English Sentences book.
“That sleeping dog is cute.”
“Look at the sleeping dog!”
The first two sentences are examples of how to simply use the present participle as adjectives.
“Look at the dog sleeping with its toy.”
Sentence ‘c’ introduces how the present participle can be moved after the subject but still function
the same way as it does in sentences “a” and “b.”
The first type of participle is the present participle. The present participle is often referred to as the
'-ing' form of the verb. Examples: “My head was hurting, so I went to sleep”, ""The man speaking
English is our teacher.”, ""That movie was boring.”
ACTIVITY 1 (7 MINUTES): Return to the worksheet and have the students try to turn the six
sentences into question form. When they’re finished, have them practice asking and answering using
the present participle in pairs.
Q: Who is the man playing the guitar? A: The man playing the guitar is Colin.
Q: Who is the woman holding the balloon? A: The woman holding the balloon is Kim.
Q: Who is the man eating the pizza? A: The man eating the pizza is Tyler.
PRESENTATION TIME (5 MINUTES) Choose some pairs to present in front of the class.
END CLASS
**If your students breeze through this activity quicker than anticipated, modify Activity 1 in a way
that requires them to describe one another using past-participles. Encourage your students to think
creatively and come up with difficult sentences as opposed to “the girl holding the pencil is Yuki.” As
an extra challenge, have your students try to incorporate the past-participle in their sentences. For
example: “the girl holding the pencil is Yuki.” becomes “the girl holding the broken pencil is Yuki.”
Have fun!
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Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Okuchi SHS
ALT: Angus, Aneika
JTE: Nakama Shoko
Lesson: Conjunction and Relative Sentences Page(s): 48, 54
Goal: Students should complete the following story or phrases with the appropriate sentences
from 600 sentences. This activity tests the Students analytical and comprehensive reading skills
for English.
Description:
Using 600 sentences, page 48 numbers 12-15 and page 54, numbers 1-5. Complete the following
stories with the correct sentence choice.
The weather forecast said that it would be warm but
_______________________________________.
I tried to call my best friend but _______________________________________________________.
Two weeks ago, he wanted to buy a watch but I told him
___________________________________.
On the drive through the mountains of Yusui, we saw a talking deer, he stood in the middle of the
road starring at us, I wanted to tell my friend but my wife said:
_________________________________________________________________________________.
There was a big carnival in our neighborhood, my friends wanted to go and asked if I could bring my
boyfriend. I told them, _____________________________________________, he is a very busy
man.
I wanted to go “trick or treating” with my friends, in my country we do not celebrate Halloween but
_________________________________________________________________________________.
Look at the picture below*. Kei is showing his new watch to his best friend. His friend notices that
the watch looks just like the one he has on. Which sentence from 600 sentences, describes this
situation.
_________________________________________________________________________________.
Part 2
Students will pretend that they are Japanese to English Interpreters. English sentences will be read
out loud to the students, they have to write the sentence on the blackboard and translate the
sentences into Japanese. The student returns to their seat, if the translation is correct they can
seated.
Part 3
All students are told to STAND UP. A question from the previous lesson is asked, the student who
answers correctly, can be seated. He/She has the option to choose if the student to his/her right or
left side can be seated too.
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Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Oshima SHS
ALT: Laurie Julia
JTE: Wada Tomohisa
Lesson: Comparing Countries
Page(s): 50-52
Goal: For the students to be able to understand and construct sentences using the comparative
form
Description:
This lesson uses 600 Basic English Sentences as a controlled practice activity before moving on to
students constructing their own sentences using comparative form (-er, as well as irregular ‘more
___’). Before class, make a list of all the sentences under the ‘Comparative’ section of the textbook
(pages 50 and 52) that use the comparative form, leaving out superlative as well as the ‘as_____ as’
form. This is 10 sentences.
Warmer: 5 mins: As a warmer, and to see how much students understand the form, have them all
stand up. Ask questions comparing Japan to your home country. Examples I would use are, “which is
bigger, Japan or South Africa?” “Which has a larger population, Japan or South Africa?” Which is
colder, Japan or South Africa?” “Which is rainier, Japan or South Africa?” If a student answers
correctly, they can sit down, as well as three other people of their choice. When 5 minutes have
passed, those left standing should face a small penalty, such as singing the alphabet. You can talk a
little about some of the questions with your students or JTE if they show interest.
Explanation: 5 mins: This activity should have shown you how much students already understand the
comparative form. Afterwards, work together with the JTE to briefly explain the construction. The
JTE can write the example sentences on the board, and the ALT can show how you make
comparative by adding ‘–er than’, and how sometimes you have to double the consonant, change –y
to –i, etc. Also explain that sometimes –er doesn’t work and you have to use ‘more____’, usually if
the word is three or more syllables, or if it ends in –ed or –ous.
Controlled practice: 10 mins: Next, either the ALT or JTE hands out a worksheet with the 10
sentences from the textbook, while the other explains the activity. Instead of the comparative word
in each sentence, write the root word in brackets, followed by a space where they have to fill in the
comparative form. For example, “Your apartment is much (large) _______ than mine”. Go through
the first one as an example. Give the students 5 minutes to complete the worksheet. Go through the
answers, and acknowledge the irregulars (e.g. more precious, not preciouser).
Semi-controlled practice: 15 mins: Allow the students to work in pairs for the next activity. Either
ALT or JTE hands out a list of facts about Japan and South Africa, corresponding to the questions you
asked in the first activity. Include pictures and make the facts as interesting as possible. For example,
“The median age in Japan is 49 years. The median age in South Africa is 27 years.” The other teacher
explains that they have to make sentences with the comparative form, using these facts. Go through
one as an example (“The median age in Japan is older than in South Africa)”. Give them 10 minutes.
They can use their dictionaries to look up words in the facts. Afterwards, get each pair to give you
one of the sentences they made. Ask students and JTE if they were surprised by any of the facts.
Free practice: 10 mins: It is possible the last activities will run over time. However, if you still have
time left, ask the students to think of something else they want to know about Japan versus your
country, and write it down to look up later. Tell them to use the construction, “which is_______,
Japan or South Africa?” The JTE can give an example of something they want to know first. Give
them 5 minutes to think of a sentence. Use the last 5 minutes to get them into pairs and ask the
questions to each other and brainstorm the answers.
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Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Shibushi SHS
ALT: Alderink, Daniel
JTE: Tanaka Satomi
Page(s): 25, 26
Goal: To assess students’ understanding of the selected sentences within a context.
Rationale:
Students often have no trouble memorizing the sentences, or translating the sentences from
Japanese to English, but do they really understand the meaning of the sentence? Can students
correctly use the sentence structure in a new context by means of swapping out keywords? This
lesson serves as an assessment and application of their knowledge to a new context. It is also a
creative and humorous way for the students to express their understanding.

Method:
This activity should be carried out after students have adequately studied the sentences on these
two pages. They should be comfortable with the sentence patterns and easily match the Japanese
versions to the English translations. Students will be divided into seven groups of three students.
Each group will be given two sentences from the pages. The one left over sentence can be used as
an example by the teacher.
The students’ task is to create a short skit or skits based on their two sentences. Each student should
talk at least once, so the skits only need to be a few lines long. The students need to use the
assigned sentences as a line in their skit, but they may change keywords or tenses, as long as the
sentence structure remains the same (i.e. SVO, passive voice, etc.). The students may make one
longer skit and try to incorporate both sentences, or make two separate skits for each sentence.
After writing the skits, the students perform them for the class. The teachers check the accuracy of
the sentence within the context of the skit.
If there isn’t enough time for each group to perform, the activity can continue whenever the class
meets again. If there is time left over, the class can have an “Awards Ceremony” where students can
vote for the Overall Best, Funniest, Best Use of English, and so on.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Tanegashima SHS
ALT: Owens, Mackenzie
JTE: Fukuzaki Megumi
Lesson 1
Page(s): 1-2
Goal: To learn about correct grammatical structure
Description:
For this activity, students will divide into teams of four or five. Each student will receive a worksheet
with seven numbered sentences from the textbook, but some of the sentences will have been
changed to have incorrect grammar. The groups will also receive fake money and bid cards, like in an
auction. The students will have to work in their groups to determine which sentence is the most
correct to the least correct, and rank them in that order. The teacher will then bring the class
together and will call on each group for their ranking, and award fake money based on how correct
each group is, until the correct order has been determined. Then, the teacher will begin the bidding
for the teams to buy up sentences. The students will bid to try and win the most grammatically
correct sentences using the fake money. Whichever group has the best sentences by the end of the
auction wins.
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Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Tokunoshima SHS
ALT: Heinitz, Joshua
JTE: Shimokubo Hayato
Lesson 6.3 The importance of dictation Page(s): 57-58
Goal: To learn the differential between direct and indirect speech functions.
Description:
Before class, the ALT will prepare 5 direct speech questions and 5 indirect speech statements that
will work in correlation with similar speech sentences from pages 57-58. These will be used later in
the lesson.
At the beginning of the class, students will play a game to help them start thinking in English. There
will be a ball, the first student throws the ball to another student and asks them a simple question in
English. The student who catches the ball must answer the question in English and pass the ball to
another student and then the process will be repeated. This game will be played for 10 minutes. For
the next 5 minutes, The ALT and JTE will alternate between reading the direct and indirect speech
sentences on page 58. This will help the students to hear the proper pronunciation of these
sentences. The students will then practice reading the same statements to one another, in pairs, for
5 minutes. At this point, the lesson moves onto the importance of dictation. For 5 minutes, the ALT
will read the previously prepared sentences to the class and the class will write out the sentences,
trying to use proper spelling and grammar. The next fifteen minutes will be spent going over the
answers. The students will first exchange papers with one other person and that person will do their
best to correct the other person's answers. After that, the owner will get their answers back and the
ALT will go over the answers with the class. The ALT will then answer any questions the students
may have, especially regarding sentence structure and grammar. For the last 10 minutes, the ALT
will ask the class questions in the present tense and the class will come up with the same speech, in
the indirect past tense form.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences Tsurumaru SHS
ALT: Mason, Chesley JTE: Arimizu Hidekazu
Unit 27: Relatives (1) & (2) Page(s): 53-56
Goal: To review and utilize various relative clauses through quick-thinking activities.
Description:
Relative Clause Relay (40-45 students)
This competitive activity will be done in three parts. This activity mimics a relay race, in that students
can see each group’s progression.
Form groups of five students. Start the first task of the relay at the back of the room (farthest from
the blackboard). Each task brings groups closer to the blackboard, where the final task will be.
First, give teams three minutes to prepare and review relative clauses. Then, the competition starts:
Back of room:
(1) Create 10 phrases containing relative (descriptor) clauses using pages 53-56 of 600 Basic English
Expressions as a guide. Print out and cut up the sentences so that each has a beginning, a middle
(the clause), and an end. Place these cut-up strips on a table, in the middle of each group. Groups
must then work together to arrange the pieces in the correct order using context clues and
grammatical structure. Teachers will check before the team can move on to the next task.
[con’t]
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Middle of room:
(2) Students will move to a worksheet containing clues to common objects with relative descriptors
(for example: “This is a small object that can open locked doors.” Answer: A key.) Students work as a
group to decipher the descriptor clues to reach an answer. Teachers will check that all answers are
correct. (Give hints if necessary.)
Blackboard:
(3) Students will move to the blackboard, where the final task waits. Several notecards are posted
along the board, with the writing on each hidden. Groups that arrive at the board must pick ONE
notecard. Each notecard contains a different subject (an animal, a place, etc.) that the group must
work together to describe using full sentences with relative pronouns; there should be two strong
descriptors (example: If the notecard has the word “tiger” written on it, students might say, “This is
an animal that eats meat.” and “This is a cat that has stripes.”) Once the group has their two
sentences, the ALT checks each descriptor for accuracy and clarity. The first group to finish wins.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 5th Ed. Kajiki Technical SHS / Kamou SHS
ALT: Knecht, Rhiannon
JTE: Nagata Takako / Minamino Junko
Lesson: 7 - Auxiliary verbs
Page(s): 14-16
Goal: To make sentences using modal auxiliary verbs
Description:
This activity can easily be adapted for any grammar point in the textbook but for this example we
will focus on modal auxiliary verbs on page 14 and 16 of the textbook.

Preparation:
Part 1)
Choose the sentences you would like to review.
Write each sentence on a strip of paper, as they are in the book, but omit the part that makes up the
grammar point being reviewed (e.g. would, could, shall, won’t). On different strips of paper write the
omitted words from each sentence. Put all the strips of paper in an envelope. Make enough
envelopes so there is 1 for each group in the class.
Example:
You ( ) have obeyed your parents. should
Part 2)
Write 1 or 2 original sentences for each of your chosen sentences above, following the same
grammar point (using the different modal verbs). Have some fun with the sentences and use pop
culture references the students will know. For example, we used Doraemon characters. Divide the
sentences up into 5 parts, then jumble them up. There are 2 options you can do from here. Either
use these sentences to play the sleeping game or write each jumbled sentence on a separate piece
of paper and make enough copies for one for each group. For both versions of this activity, prepare
some plain paper for the groups to write their answers on.
Example:
Nobita should have listened to Doraemon. → Doraemon / Nobita / listened to / have / should
[con’t]
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In class:
Put the students into groups of 4 or 5 students. To review the grammar point, give each group one
envelope (part 1) and have them match the correct modal verb to the sentence from the textbook.
After 5 minutes, go over the answers as a whole class and remind the students of key points to
remember. Once the students are ok with the grammar point have them put the sentences back into
the envelopes, return them and move on to part 2. Give each group enough plain paper to re-create
the jumbled sentences.
(part 2) – Sleeping game:
In each group, each student is designated a number from 1 to 5 (if there are only 4 students, 1
student is designated 2 numbers). The students must remember their number. Explain to the
students that when you tell them all to “go to sleep” they must all close their eyes and put their
heads on their desks. You will then ask each number to wake up at separate times and look at the
chalkboard. On the chalkboard, you will write 1 part of the jumbled sentence. The student must read
it, remember it, then “go back to sleep”. For each number a different part of the jumbled sentence
will be written on the chalkboard. Once the groups have all the information you will tell them to
“wake up” and they must quickly try to recreate the sentence. When they think they have made it
they should come to a teacher to check. Descending points are allotted to the groups in order of
recreating the correct sentence first, e.g. first finished 40 points, second 30 points, third 20 points.
Bonus points can be awarded for Japanese translations.
Alternatively, as the sleeping game can be slow to get through each sentence, the groups could be
given the whole jumbled sentence on a piece of paper (as mentioned in the preparations above) and
asked to recreate it. Points can still be awarded in the same manner as above.
Note: although the sleeping game can be slow, it is a great way of getting all the students involved in
the class as they all have to take part in remembering the necessary information to recreate the
sentences.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 5th Ed. Meiokan SHS
ALT: Arnold, Jayne
JTE: Tsuyoshi Matsuda

Page(s): 75-76

Goal: To put the basic sentences into context while practicing conversation.
Description:
Number of students: 20
Before class, divide the class into two teams and assign a number from 1-10 to each student and
then prepare examples to show the students the main activity using sentences from the 600
sentences book. The main activity is to create a response in accordance to the phrase.
For example:
A: “Now that he’s gone to Tokyo, I miss him very much.” (p.74 #1)
B: “Forget him. I’ll always stand by you.”
A: “Why don’t you ask the police officer over there?” (p.74 #2)
B: “No, I don’t want to be arrested.”
[con’t]
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At the beginning of class, the students review the sentences from page 76 #1-10. The JTE explains
the main activity and shows them 2 examples with the ALT and then gives them 10 minutes to
prepare the main activity in the teams. After 10 minutes, the 2 students that were assigned No.1 of
both teams, do janken to decide which team attacks first. The ALT draws a card(No.1-10) and one
student challenges the other student, with the same assigned number. The first team chooses one
of the 10 sentences and the second team has to reply. The attack team can choose any sentences
from page 76 #1-10 but the same sentence can’t be chosen by both teams. The first team
continues to attack until 5 students have done it. Once this happens, the teams will switch roles.
Through this activity, the ALT judges the students’ replies; 1 point: bad answer (1 word), 2 points:
good answer (full sentence), 3 points: excellent answer (creative sentences with wit or humor).

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Kagoshima Chuo SHS
ALT: Tarbett, Charis
JTE: Kariya Madoka
Lesson: Subjunctive Mood
Page(s): 67-68
Goal: Students will be able to identify subjunctive mood grammar constructions in order to
create original sentences.
Description:
Warm-Up Activity (~10 minutes): Provide students with a sheet of English lyrics for Beyoncé’s classic
hit, “If I Were A Boy”. Play the song and ask students to discuss the meaning of the song’s chorus.
Have students highlight examples of subjunctive mood in the lyrics sheet. Level Up Suggestion: Add
blanks to lyrics for students to fill in as they follow along.
Group Activity (<15 minutes): Arrange students into groups of 4, and review the six subjunctive
constructions seen here:
Counter-factual: If I were ( ), I would ( )
Imperative: I demand that ( )
Necessity: It is necessary to ( )
Proposition: I propose that ( )
Supposition: If I were to ( ), then ( )
Wishing: I wish I were ( )
Create a worksheet using the sentences from page 68, replacing key nouns or verbs with blanks for
the students to fill in. Level Up Suggestion: Leave the last two completely blank and allow students
to create original sentences using the subjunctive construction of their choice.
Open Discussion (~10 minutes): After students have completed the worksheet, have them share
sentences within their groups and choose the best sentences to share with the class. Have student
representatives from each group write their selections on the chalkboard to share with the class.
Level Up Suggestion: Create a competition, such as funniest sentence, and assign points as students
write and read their sentences.
Review (>5 minutes): Have students describe the six subjunctive forms and situations when they are
most helpful.
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Textbooks: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Kagoshima City BOE
Shade, Amy
Matsuoka Rika
Lesson: Comparative sentences
Page(s): 49-50
Goal: A review of comparative sentences alongside speaking and listening practice.
Description:
Before the class, prepare by taking 8 comparative sentences from page 50 of 600 Basic English
Sentences. Print these sentences and then cut them so that each word from the sentences are
separate. Then, use a clip to keep the words of each separate sentence together and place them in 8
individual envelopes. A worksheet will also need to be created that has the 8 sentences in Japanese
and a space next to it for the sentences to be written in English. For higher level classes, students
may not need the Japanese meanings to be able to reconstruct the English sentences. Enough
should be printed for each student to have their own sheet. A timer will also be required for this
activity.
At the beginning of the class, greetings will be exchanged and the aim of the lesson- to review
comparative sentences- will be explained to the students. The students will be asked to move into 8
groups of 5 students. The students will be asked to work together in their groups to put the
separated sentences into order. However, each student will write the English sentences on their
worksheets individually.
The students will have 2 minutes to construct each sentence in their group. A timer should be set for
this. Whilst the students are working to construct the sentences, both the JTE and the ALT should
walk around the classroom and assist the groups. At the end of the two minutes, groups should hand
the envelope to the group next to them. This should be repeated until each group has constructed
all of the sentences.
After all of the sentences have been constructed by each group, have the students write each
sentence on the board and check for accuracy in word order. After the sentences have all been
written on the board, have the students repeat each sentence together, after the ALT. The JTE and
ALT should work together to correct any incorrect pronunciation. Following this, work through each
sentence to ensure that each student fully understands the meaning of the sentences.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Kaiyo SHS
ALT: Shaw, Christopher
JTE: Seto Masaaki
Page(s): Any*
Goal: To improve students’ listening and speaking skills, while reviewing native English phrases
that they have already been taught.
Description:
*Preferably choose a category covering multiple pages, with enough phrases for the activity.
Firstly, choose a section of the textbook for review. Ideally this section should contain multiple pages
for the same grammar point/category; otherwise, multiple categories may be used. There should be
at least one phrase per student, preferably more.
Pre-record yourself saying each phrase (this works best using separate files on a PC, so that you can
randomise the order). Otherwise, simply saying the phrases out loud will work if there is less time for
preparation.
[con’t]
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Split students into teams of 3-5. If there are uneven groups, then the game will finish based on the
smallest group. e.g. if there are groups of three and four, the game finishes if any team gives three
correct answers.
Give each group a set of cards with all of the phrases (higher level groups can attempt to answer
without the cards). Give the students five minutes to acquaint themselves with the phrases.
Play (or say) the first phrase, twice.
The students are required to find the card with the correct phrase. The first group to put up their
hands is chosen. One member of the group must read the correct phrase out loud (encourage the
students to speak clearly and loudly). If the student’s phrase is correct, that team gets a point. If
incorrect, move onto the next phrase.
Students that have spoken a correct answer should not speak again. They may still help with finding
the cards.
The game ends when one team has all members having given a correct answer, or when the phrases
run out. In the latter scenario, the team with the most points wins. It is helpful to have a tiebreaker
prepared in case of a draw.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Kawanabe SHS
ALT: Ehlers, Nicole
JTE: Tanaka Satoshi
Lesson: Conjunctions (1) and (2) Page(s): 58-60
Goal: To ensure that students fully grasp the meaning and usage of conjunctions
Description:
Warm-up (10-15 minutes):
Make a worksheet with 3 columns. Choose 10 sentences from page 58 and 60. Take the two clauses
and make them sentences and put them in the first column. In the second column, have a list of
conjunctions and in the final column, leave blank space.
In pairs or groups, the students need to form one sentence using an appropriate conjunction and
write it in the third column.
I can’t go. I have a headache. - because, but, however /I can’t go home because I have a headache. /
Check each sentence as a class. Write only the correct conjunction at the top of the board to form
columns.
Main activity (25 minutes)
Number the groups then down the side of the board.
In their groups, they have to use the conjunctions in the warm-up game, and others, to make their
own sentences on white boards. A team representative will bring it up to the front for the ALT/ JTE,
or both, to check and then tick the column of the conjunction for their team. [con’t]
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The team who makes the most sentences in the allotted time wins.

1
2
…

but
O
O

however
O

because

so …

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Kirishima HS
ALT: Mokoena Mandla
JTE: Takano Shiori
Lesson: Questions
Page(s): 16-30
Goal: Help students ask and answer questions correctly "
Description:
Lesson theme: Talking to someone new
Questions
1. Is she British or American?
2. Canada is a beautiful country, isn’t it?
3. How do you go to school?
4. What is the capital of Brazil?
5. How long does it take to fly from Narita to Hawaii? _
6. What is the population of this city?
7. What languages are spoken in Canada?
8. Can you come to the party tonight?
9. Would you like something to drink?
10. When did you graduate from university?
Part 1 exercise
Students are given a worksheet with the questions mixed up. They have to rearrange them correctly
within the allotted time (15 minutes working in pairs). JTE and ALT monitor and help during this
time. The questions are then checked; each pair reads out one question to the class. Points awarded
for correct questions. Corrections are made and explained where necessary.
Instruction: Please arrange each of the sentences in the correct order.
1. British or American / she / is
2. isn’t it / Canada is / a beautiful country
3. do you go / to school / how
4. the capital / what is / of brazil
5. from Narita to Hawaii / how long does it take / to fly
6. of this city / the population / what is
7. are spoken / in Canada / what languages
8. tonight / can you come / to the party
9. would you / to drink / like / something
10. from university / graduate / when did you
[con’t]
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Part 2 exercise
The students are given strips of possible responses to the questions. There are twenty correct
responses and ten decoy or incorrect responses mixed in (15 minutes). One student reads out a
question to their partner responds with the response they chose earlier. Every pair gets a turn.
Points are awarded, and corrections made where necessary.
Instruction: Please find the correct answers for the questions
Possible answers to the questions
1. She is American.
17. Yes please. I would like something to
2. Neither, she is Australian.
drink.
3. I walk to school.
18. No, thank you.
4. By bus.
19. I graduated last year.
5. By bicycle.
20. I haven’t graduated yet.
6. Brasilia.
7. I don’t know what the capital is.
Decoy answers:
8. It takes 13 hours to get there.
1. She is twenty years old.
9. I’m not sure, maybe 10 hours.
2. Yes, I have been to Canada before.
10. There are over 20 000 people here.
3. I went to the University of Tokyo.
11. I think 50 000 people live here.
4. I have never had a birthday party.
12. English and French are spoken.
5. They got to Narita by air.
13. Yes, I would love to.
6. There are over 2 million cars in this city.
14. No, I can’t.
7. Only Japanese is spoken there.
15. I will have some tea please.
8. I wrote an exam yesterday.
16. Just water please.
9. We are not going to Brazil.
10. I drink coffee every day.
Part 3 exercise
In the last part of the lesson, the pairs have to answer the questions not using the answers in the last
exercise (15 minutes).

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Koniya SHS
ALT: Li, Maranda
JTE: Kura Akihiro
Lesson: Questions (1) and Questions (2) Page(s): 16-18
Goal: Apply sentence structures to create new sentences around a relevant theme
Description:
This activity is designed for a low-level high school class. The purpose of this activity is to move
students away from straight memorization of the sentences and encourage critical thinking in order
to apply the sentence structures to other interesting and relevant situations.
Preparation: the ALT and/or JTE prepares a worksheet with about 5-10 questions that have
structures identical to the ones found on p. 16-18. All the worksheet questions should have a central
theme. The following examples are themed after tourists visiting southern Amami:
a. Can you speak English? (600 sen: “Can you ride a bike?”)
b. Which do you like better, tuna sashimi or salmon sashimi? (600 sen: “…coffee or tea?”)
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c. Setouchi is a beautiful town, isn’t it? (600 sen: “Canada is a beautiful country, isn’t it?”) [con’t]
d. Who caught the fish? (600 sen: “Who broke the window?”)
e. When did you move to Koniya? (600 sen: “When did you graduate from university?”)
f. How long are you going to stay on Amami? (600 sen: “…with your host family?”)
Activity 1: students must match the questions on the worksheet to the questions in the book, and
underline the parts that are the same. For example: <u>Can you</u> speak English? == <u>Can
you</u> ride a bike? This serves to make the structure of the sentence apparent to the students. (20
minutes, including answer review)
Activity 2: In groups of four, students have 10 minutes to take each sentence from p. 16-18 and
make a new one using the existing structure, following the same theme. (To encourage participation,
the group with the fewest sentences when time is up will have to perform a batsu game.) When time
is up, have each group share 2 sentences with the class by writing them on the blackboard (15
minutes).
Activity 3: In the same groups, students sort the sentences they made into two piles: shimanchu
(islander) and tourist, based on who would be most likely to ask the question. Students turn in their
papers at the end of class (10 minutes). This activity can easily lead in to speaking practice during the
next class, where students role-play islanders and tourists, asking and answering each other’s
questions.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Makurazaki SHS
ALT: Cooper, Dylan
JTE: Yamamoto Saaya
Lesson: Using the Passive Voice
Page(s): 25-26
Goal: To ensure that students understand and can correctly change sentences from and into the
Passive Voice.
Description:
Start the lesson with a warm up activity using the Passive Voice. The students will be divided into 5
groups where they will describe objects in the classroom or objects visible from the classroom. Each
group will describe 5 objects and have at least 2 Passive Voice sentences to describe the object.
e.g. Poster
It is made from paper
It is put on the wall
Air Conditioner
It is used often in summer
It is powered by electricity
The groups will take turns reading out their hints to the other groups, and the group who can guess
the object gets a point for their team.
Before class, make a worksheet that has the various sentences in the ‘Passive Voice’ and in the
‘Active Voice’. The students will work together in their groups to correctly change the sentence into
the correct form.
[con’t]
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e.g. Change to the Active Voice
1. “Hamlet” was written by Shakespeare.
Answer: Shakespeare wrote “Hamlet”.
Change to the Passive Voice
1. They didn’t build Rome in a day.
Answer: Rome was not built in a day
The group will then work together on the worksheet by changing the sentences into the correct
form. The JTE and ALT will assist the students with hints and tips where needed.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Sendai Shoko SHS
ALT: Cleverdon, Stuart
JTE: Yoshii Maiko

No. of Students: >5

Goal: Students will cooperate to create several adlibbed stories, building on deconstructed
sentences demonstrating different grammar points.
Description:
In preparation, take a few sentences from the 600 Sentences textbook and create a roughly five
sentence framework, removing words as you see fit, and replacing them with a small descriptor that
indicates that the word was, for example, an adjective, past tense verb, etc.
These sentences should contain several grammar points you would like the class to revise.
Additionally, you can add extra detail to the small descriptors to fit your lesson requirements, and
the overall level of the class. For example, the description “past tense movement verb” presents a
clearer parameter than “past tense verb”, and so forth. These additions may help speed the students
up by avoiding choice anxiety, and the hours of in-group debate and janken this entails.
Including these descriptors in Japanese, for example “命令形 (めいれいけい” or even a more
complex example such as “懸命(けんめい)な動(うご)きを表(あらわ)す動詞(どうし)の過去形
(かこけい)”, e.g. “dashed”, “scrambled”, etc., could be helpful in classes who do not understand
grammatical terms in English.
Copy this framework an equal number of times to the number of groups in your class, creating a
short story framework consisting of adlib-ready sentences, with grammar appropriate to what you
intend to study.
In the class, split the students into the number of groups that matches your worksheet, before
distributing it amongst them. Either one large sheet per group, or a sheet for each student, is fine,
though a large sheet may make a presentation at the end of the class easier, or make it that you
could fill time as necessary by telling the students to make a storyboard of their completed story. As
a group, the students should create a consistent story in their adlib frameworks, and passing their
sheets clockwise to another group when both are ready. The next group will then read the previous
section, before continuing the story themselves in the next section of framework. This continues
until each section is completed by each respective group, creating a number of creative, internally
consistent stories, that each student has had a part in creating, using a variety of word types and
grammar constructs. The students will be encouraged to make interesting stories through the
promise of sweets, brownie points, eternal glory, etc. [con’t]
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Either the JTE, ALT, or respective group will read the completed story to the class, who can give
feedback on how much they like it, which should hopefully be quite fun. The group that creates the
most successful story may be rewarded in some way. You can further develop this into a more indepth creative writing exercise, using the class’ favourite story as a prompt, or break down some of
the more interesting sentences to use as grammar revision tools.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Sendai SHS
ALT: Hamilton, Spencer
JTE: Shimoide Tomoko
Goal: To ensure students understand the appropriate context for sentences in the textbook
Description:
This activity can be done with any page of the common “600 English Sentences” textbook.
Have students work in pairs. Assign one sentence from the text to each pair of students. Pairs must
create a short dialogue by adding an assigned number of sentences before and/or after their
assigned sentence from the textbook. (JTE/ALT can decide this based on skill level, or can randomly
decide based on spinning a wheel, drawing from a hat, etc.) The JTE and ALT can model the activity
by creating a sample dialogue before class begins and presenting it to the students.
Give students approximately 10 minutes to write their dialogue. The student-created sentences
must logically fit around the assigned sentence. The JTE and ALT should circulate around the
classroom to check/correct vocabulary and grammar.
Each pair of students should act out their dialogue by reading to one another. After approximately 5
minutes of practice, each pair presents their dialogue to another pair of students. If time allows, the
JTE/ALT can select a few pairs to present to the entire class.
Depending on skill level, the activity can be altered in a number of ways:
• Intentionally choosing more/less difficult numbers of sentences for the dialogues
• Providing/not providing a specific setting or location for the dialogue
• Having all student pairs work on the same sentence (or a small number of sentences), and
providing a model specific to those sentence(s)
• Allowing/not allowing students to look at the script while listening to another pairs’ dialogue
• Assign/don’t assign students to create one comprehension question for their dialogue that must
be answered by the pair to which they present.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed. Soo SHS
ALT: Harth, Ty
JTE: Matsushita Kanako
Lesson: Conjunctions
Page(s): 57-60
Goal: Students will practice speaking English and become more familiar with how to use
conjunctions and combine sentences
Description:
Before class, choose sentences found on pages 57-60 to use for the first part of the activity. Split
each sentence into two separate parts, each of which will be on a different slip of paper. For
example, one slip of paper will have “Since it was very hot,” and the other slip of paper will have “we
went swimming in the sea.” In class, students will form groups, so the number of sentences chosen
will depend on the number of students in each group. Enough copies of each sentence should be
made in order for each group to have a complete set of sentences. [con’t]
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At the start of class, have the students form several different groups. In this example, there are three
groups of ten students each. Once the students have formed their group, hand each student one slip
of paper. Each student should then read their sentence fragment out loud, and try to find the
student who has the corresponding sentence fragment to form a complete sentence. Once all of the
students have matched, various pairs can be selected to read their sentence to the class.
Depending on the level of the students, this can be done as a whole group activity, or students can
form pairs within their group and read their sentences to each other, then rotate partners until they
have found their match.
This activity can be repeated multiple times using additional sentences from the textbook, or
sentences that the ALT or JTE have created. For higher level classes, each group of students can
write their own sentences, which can then be given to the other groups to try and match. To
minimize the likelihood of similar sentences being written, each student can be given a different
conjunction or keyword to use when writing their sentence.

Textbook: 600 Basic English Sentences 6th Ed.
Takeokadai SHS
ALT: Byrnes, David
JTE: Hamada Aimi
Page(s): 15 – 20
Goal: To have students utilize sentences from "600 Basic English Sentences" organically, and be
able to modify them as needed.
Description:
Before class, take the sentences from pages 15 to 20 and write them on 4 or 5 separate sheets of
paper, in relatively random order – though try to ensure each paper has a good mix of questions,
imperatives, exclamations and perfect tense sentences. Also, keep in mind an interesting
conversation topic. Anything that you think will appeal to teenagers is good: Dinosaurs, K-pop, Star
Wars, Lunch time, etc.
At the start of class, separate the students into 4 or 5 small groups (with a good mix of advanced and
struggling students), and hand each group one of the sheets of paper. Write your chosen topic on
the board, and tell students they must make a short, 30-second skit with the sentences you gave
them. It helps to have pictures or other visual aids to go along with your topic.
Tell the students to write a script of their skit as they are preparing. As they work, both the ALT and
JTE should patrol the class to answer any questions or fix more glaring mistakes which are
confounding the group. However, small mistakes are ok, as they factor into the next part of the
activity.
After 40 minutes have elapsed, have the groups perform their skits one at a time. As one group
reads, ask the other groups to keep count of how many sentences from the text they have used.
When the last group has finished, ask students how many sentences they counted for each group. If
any group used more than 10 sentences with correct context, give them a small prize, such as a
piece of candy or pen or pencil. This should take you right until the end of the class period.
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Textbooks
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Textbook: All Aboard! English Communication I
Kanoya Agricultural SHS
ALT: Lewis, Toni-Ann
JTE: Shimokyo Yoichi
Lesson 5: Finding my Future
Page(s): 50
Goal: For students to be able to accurately use the key expressions "I like...", "I want to..." and "I
want to be..." to talk about the jobs they would like to have in the future.
Description:
Teaching Aids: Textbook; Chalk; Chalkboard; Number Cards; Bell.
Before the lesson, prepare the number cards. Students will select one number card, then match the
same number selected by another classmate to form a pair.
After the warm-up activity at the beginning of the lesson, review the previously learned key
expressions with students. ALT/JTE may model the correct usage of the expressions while students
listen. Write the expressions on the chalkboard, then elicit students’ responses to complete each
expression. For example, students may say “I like to help people. I want to help sick people. I want to
be a nurse.”; write these responses on the chalkboard. Make corrections as needed.
Give students two minutes to think about their own responses to complete these key expressions
and write them down; ALT/JTE may walk around and assist. Instruct students to select a number
card and find their pair. Students will have three minutes to talk to each other about their future
jobs. Ring the bell at the end of the three minutes. Instruct students to exchange their number cards
with any classmate, except their original partner; students will make new pairs with their new
numbers and have a conversation. From here on, students can reference, but not read from the
paper. ALT/JTE should walk around and listen for any errors, but should not correct students at this
time; ring the bell at the end of the three minutes. In the final round, it’s students’ choice! Students
can pick their own partner, a classmate with whom they have not spoken, and converse. Ring the
bell after three minutes. To complete the activity, ALT/JTE should discuss mistakes with students.

Textbook: All Aboard! Communication English I
Okinoerabu SHS
ALT: Melk, Dineo
JTE: Sako Natsumi
Lesson 7: Living on Ice
Page(s): 62-63
Goal: The aim of this lesson is to help students understand synonyms.
Description:
1. Make a worksheet consisting of Column A and B.
2. Column A will have a list of the new vocabulary learnt in the book and column B will have a list of
the synonyms based on column A.
3. Students will work in pairs to match column A with column B.
After everyone has finished the activity, ask each pair to give an answer.
You can adjust synonyms depending on the student’s English level.
Example:
Colum A Column B
Female Keep safe
Look for Woman
Protect Seek
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Textbook: All Aboard! Communication English II
Kagoshima Higashi SHS
ALT: Beltran, Alejandra
JTE: Nomura Miho
Lesson 5: Girl with a Pearl Earring
Page(s): 46-47
Goal: To encourage the students to write their thoughts and opinions on art in English and to
confidently read their words aloud.
Description:
This activity will be like an art gallery for your students to observe, write a mini essay about, and
then finally share. Before the class you should create a worksheet based on page 46 of the textbook
that adjusts the level of the writing to your own students’ level. The level of our students is lower so
we needed to create a worksheet that gave them more assistance in writing longer sentences. Then
you will need to print around 10 different famous paintings of your choosing to share with your
students. It was really fun to share which paintings are well known and famous in the USA, because
the general knowledge of art is really quite different in Japan. After that, you will want to attach a
caption to each painting with the title, year, artist, media, and exhibition location. This allows the
students to practice gathering information in English.
At the beginning of class, while the JTE is explaining the activity, post all the pictures on the board or
around the classroom in gallery style. Explain to the students that they will go around the class and
look at the paintings and choose one that they are interested in. Once they have chosen, they should
note down the title, artist, year, and location so they can write it down in their essay. In their essay,
they should introduce the painting and then share their impression of it and what aspects of it they
like in English. Since the essay is only 6-8 sentences with half of it being basic information, they can
finish fairly quickly. When most of them have finished, with about ten minutes left in the class, you
can have them share their impressions in groups and if there is time you can choose a few students
to share out loud with the whole class.

Textbook: Best Avenue: Grow Up!
Izumi SHS
ALT: Alvarez, Maximiliano
JTE: Fujita Noriko
Lesson 16
Page(s): 66-67
Goal: Sentence Composition, Peer Editing and Speaking.
Description:
Before class:
Assign parts B and C as homework.
Assign grammar point (with any necessary explanation) as homework for students to try writing
their own sentences. Students have their answers to part B written on board before the lesson.
In Class:
1) Quizzes (if any).
2) Correcting part B on the board while allowing students to correct the mistakes themselves. Go
over important points.
3) A and B, or B if not enough time.
a) Go over part C in the same fashion as part B.
b) Students exchange their sentences for peer editing for about 5 minutes.
i) While peer editing is going on JTE and ALT go around helping edit.
ii) Once peer editing is complete students read their sentences aloud.
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Textbook: Big Dipper
Kanoya SHS
ALT: Zawlocki, Christine
JTE: Kamitamari Takuma
Lesson 2 Giant Pandas: Everyone’s Favorite Page(s): 21-27
Goal: To learn further information about subjects presented in the chapter as well as use public
speaking and explanation skills to convey ideas to classmates. In addition, students will use their
listening abilities to understand and learn in depth about the subject covered in the chapter.
Description:
BEFORE CLASS: 4 different paragraphs should be prepared regarding facts about Giant Pandas, using
new vocabulary from the chapter. One paragraph should be placed in each corner of the classroom.
DURING CLASS: Students are divided into groups of 4 and should play ‘rock-paper-scissors’ to decide
which student will visit which corner. The JTE will explain that each student will visit a corner, take
notes about what is written in the paragraph located in said corner, and return to the group to
present their findings. Each student will visit one corner and share their gathered information with
the group.
After sharing information, students will have an allotted amount of time to prepare a small
presentation using the information shared within their group. They will need to write their
presentation out at first to be later checked by the ALT. Depending on the level of the students, the
JTE may specify a length requirement or even that the presentation must be fully memorized. While
the students are preparing their presentations, the JTE and ALT will walk around and answer
questions as well as assist students with their writing.
Depending on the remaining time, the JTE can elect to have students present in front of the entire
class. At first, each student will present to their small group. Based on a vote or ‘rock-paper-scissors,’
one student from each group will be selected to present at the front of the class. This aims to
practice pronunciation, public speaking, and overall confidence when using English in front of others.

Textbook: Corpus 3000, New Addition*
Kanoya Kogyo SHS
ALT: Michalek, Nicole
JTE: Nakamura Shiho
Lesson 13
Page(s): 290-291
Goal: To help students understand the meaning and usage of the vocabulary words in a modern
and personal context, rather than just memorizing spelling and pronunciation.
Description:
*NOTE: We’ve chosen this Corpus lesson as an example, but this activity can be adapted to virtually
any textbook vocabulary or phrase list.
For anyone studying a second language, communicating in a real-life context is crucial for retaining
and understanding newly learned material. When we use language as a means of personal
expression, we are more likely to remember it.
For this activity, students will write or choose Instagram captions for a variety of images using
recently learned vocabulary words or phrases.
Before class, prepare 5 sets of 8 images that have an “Instagram” look and feel (i.e.: mockup in an
iPhone frame with a filter, icons and buttons, etc.). The more realistic, the better. Include a space to
write a caption. Each image should be able to be easily associated with 2-3 words, without being too
literal. This will ensure creative freedom for the students. (example: an image of a cup of coffee in a
cute cafe can be captioned using the word “fresh” or “lifestyle”) [con’t]
Also prepare a list of the words and/or phrases for each group. For lower-level classes, provide a list
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of captions to choose from, and a list of vocabulary words as #hashtags.
As a 10-minute warm-up, briefly review the pronunciation of each word from the list, and confirm
that students understand the meaning of the associated phrases and sentences.
Next, divide the class into 5 groups of 8. Let them choose their Instagram username. Give each group
the set of images and the word/phrase list. Students will then have 25-30 minutes to work together
in writing captions for each Instagram post. Teams are not expected to complete all 8 images, but
rather they should choose the 2-3 that resonate with them.
Encourage them to be creative, using the words not only in caption sentences but as #hashtags.
(example: the image with the cup of coffee might have the caption: “Today I had a fresh cup of
coffee. My daily #lifestyle”).
When time is up, have them choose their favorite Instagram post and stick it up on the board
(provide magnets or tape). Have each team pick one student to read the post out loud. Then, each
student will have the chance to “like” their favorite post by drawing a heart underneath the
respective teams’ creation. The team with the most “likes” is the winner!

Textbook: Crown English Communication I (New Edition) Nansyun JHS/SHS
ALT: Newson, Clandra
JTE: Tanoue Tomoki
Lesson 7: Paper Architects
Page(s): 98-105
Goal: To increase oral communication skills by encouraging the students to interact
cooperatively in a group and answer questions appropriately in target language.
Description:
Materials: Textbook and Handout
Preparation: Before the lesson, prepare a handout with the topic of discussion, a short paragraph
and questions attached below. The students will have read the lesson prior to entering class, Lesson
7 of Crown: English Communication I New Edition.
In Class: Explain what the students will be doing in class. ALT will ask some questions related to the
handout that was made beforehand for the students to discuss aloud on the spot. By doing this,
students are able to formulate their opinions and ideas on the fly as opposed to having the
opportunity to think about the topic beforehand. Students will discuss in groups of five to seven
individuals, where the ALT will lead the discussion and be sure to keep the students on track. After
the students share their ideas, it is the ALTs job to have them think beyond their ideas. The students
are to think deeply about the topic and ask themselves questions. Students will give examples when
they make statements, to support their ideas.

Textbook: Grove English Communication II Ijuin SHS
ALT: Cole-Stitt, Tiffany
JTE: Ushinohama Sayaka
Lesson 7: Which would you like?
Page(s): 86-92
Goal: Practice listening and comprehension, critical thinking, and question asking.
Description:
Short Speech.
This can be done for any lesson in any book for any grade level. Takes about 50 minutes.
The ALT writes a short speech (no more than 80 words) using the new vocabulary words from the
text and/or about personal experience of the same subject matter. [con’t]
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Students are given fill-in-the-blank handouts or a blank sheet of lined paper depending on the
students' abilities. Students are also given a handout with English questions they should ask,
including the following:
What does ( ) mean?
How do you spell ( )?
Could you repeat the word after/before/between ( )?
The ALT reads each sentence in the speech slowly two times. After which, the students raise their
hands to ask clarifying questions. The students have to listen to each other's questions and answers,
too. If duplicate questions are asked, the other students can answer in English. Otherwise, the
students aren't allowed to talk to each other. Students who have already finished writing everything
correctly should work on translating the speech while other students are still asking questions.
After all student questions are answered. The ALT asks roughly five questions about the speech.
Students have to write the answer in complete-stand-alone sentences. (If students don't know the
answer, have them write the question and guess). After two to three minutes, have the students
raise their hands and answer the questions. Have the students check and correct their answers.

Textbook: My Way 2
Kagoshima City BOE
ALT: Pearce, Joel
JTE: Sakoda Koichi
Lesson Numbers 1-3
Page(s): 30-36
Goal: Grammar point - ‘How Long Review’.
Description:
Greetings: Bring some props in (pictures, if nothing else) about a relevant contemporaneous topic
(I.e. an upcoming summer vacation, rainy season, the Soccer World Cup etc.,.) and Socratically tease
out a conversation with the students.
Warm-up: Split the class into roughly six groups of six, and place an envelope full of cut-out pictures
and the new pieces of English vocabulary corresponding to their meanings. Have the students put
them together. The fastest team to correctly tie the meaning to the picture wins. Go over it as a
class.
Confirm the students properly understand the grammar point by asking the class, ‘How long have
you studied English?’. If students do not understand, the ALT will ask the JTE a number of ‘How
long…’ questions as a model dialogue and get the students to guess the meaning from the example.
After gauging student understanding, have them stand up and answer a series of ‘How long…’
questions in Line Game style.
Activity: Board Game
Put the students into groups of four, and provide each with an A3 printout of a board and a dice. The
board will be a snakes and ladders game with a ‘How long…’ question on each square. Students use
their erasers as a marker and play the game. When they land on square, they ask the student next to
them the ‘How long…’ question and have them answer. The JTE and ALT will go from group to group
acting as umpires. Play until everyone finishes.
Wrap up: Put students in a circle and play Fruit Basket with target grammar (e.g. ‘I have studied
English for 6 years’ etc.).
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Textbook: SELECT English Expression I Kagoshima School for the Deaf
ALT: Soo, Elizabeth
JTE: Iwamitsu Rena
Lesson: 8; 10; 18
Page(s): 34-35; 44-45; 70-71
Goal: Students will show their opinion about the administration of President Donald Trump in
the US by using Auxiliary Verbs, Infinitives and Subjunctive mood.
Description:
At first, the JTE tells students that the ALT is going to give a presentation about the administration of
President Donald Trump. Before giving the presentation, students can check the meaning of words
which are going to be used in the presentation and written in worksheets. Next, students will listen
to the presentation and ask the ALT questions about the presentation. The JTE help students and
the ALT to communicate each other by writing and using body language. The JTE and ALT will have
students write their opinions including Auxiliary Verbs, Infinitives and Subjunctive mood constructed
at least 3 sentences on their worksheets. Finally, the JTE and the ALT will have the students express
their opinion by speaking and using sign language. After that, both the students and the ALT will
make comments on other’s opinions.
Expressions:
It is [adjective] for [object] to [verb in original form].
He [Auxiliary Verb] [verb in original form].
If I were (him), I could / would [verb in original form].
The JTE and ALT will tell the students to follow the above order written on the black board and use
the appropriate conjunction when they write their opinion on their worksheets.
Words:
Auxiliary words: should, must, have to, can, may and will
Adjective: difficult, hard, easy, different, cruel and poor

Goal: 既習文法事項「助動詞，不定詞の形容詞的用法，仮定法」を用いて，アメリカ

のトランプ政権について，自分の意見を述べる。
Description:
アメリカのトランプ政権について，ALT がプレゼンテーションを行うことを生徒に伝える。
ワークシートを用いて，プレゼンで使用されている語句の意味を確認する。次にプレゼンテ
ーションを聞き，終了後に質疑応答の時間を設ける。質疑応答は ALT と生徒が筆談やジェス
チャーを交えながら行えるように，JTE が支援する。ALT が行ったプレゼンについて，３つ
の既習文法事項を用いながら３文以上で，自分の意見をワークシートに書かせる。最後に発
表をさせ，発表を聞いている生徒と ALT の双方から感想を述べさせる。
It is 形容詞 (for 目的語) to 動詞の原形.
He 助動詞 動詞の原形～.
If I were (him), I could / would 動詞の原形～.
上記の順序で英作文をするように板書で示す。適切な接続詞を活用することも確認する。
語句: 助動詞：should, must, have to, may, can and will
形容詞: difficult, hard, easy, different, cruel（残酷な）, poor（かわいそうな）
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Textbook: Vista II English Communication
Ibuski BOE
ALT: Hockin-Boyers, Maisie
JTE: Yoshimoto
Lesson 3: Sakuna-kun
Page(s): 25
Goal: To learn how to say long or big numbers. Especially years and eras.
Description:
Lesson plan:
1. (10 minutes) Line game. Ask some familiar questions but also start to introduce the long numbers
but helping them with the answer more than usual.
2. (10 minutes) Recall the long numbers from the line game. Teach the difference between an era, a
century and a year using the textbook p. 25. Give examples the students will know such as Tokyo
Olympics will be in 2020.
3. (25 minutes) Activity using a PowerPoint presentation or flashcard pictures. Divide the class into
groups of 6. Ask them to make an order between them. This will be the order they answer each
question. Select about 3 images for each era or year you wish to present, using a mixture of both
Japanese and English (or your country of origin) indicators. For example, I might use a picture of
flapper girls, a car from the era and an image indicating the prohibition for the 1920s. Show the
images one by one so they can build an image of the time or the year, and it gives slower teams
more opportunity to guess. It is important to establish that it is ok to guess. The closest answer to
the correct era or year wins. Points are awarded. The game aims to help the students distinguish
between the way you say an era (e.g. the nineteen twenties.) and a year (nineteen twenty). It also
helps teach some of your cultures history.
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Appendix
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Picture sample for the Kushikino SHS Lesson Plan (page 9).
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